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Dominated by the snow-capped Southern Alps, sheer ocean fiords and deep lakes – 
Fiordland has achieved World Heritage status for its dramatic natural features and its role 
in demonstrating the world’s evolutionary history.

MILFORD SOUND 
Experience Milford Sound’s breath-taking nature on a leisurely 
cruise or sea kayak. Tour operators include Real Journeys, 
Southern Discoveries, Fiordland Discovery, Jucy Cruise,  
and Mitre Peak Cruises. 

DOUBTFUL SOUND
Lose yourself in Doubtful Sound’s pristine wilderness on a 
daytime or overnight cruise, or get even closer in a sea kayak 
with Real Journeys or Go Orange.

FIORDLAND OUTDOORS COMPANY
Tailor-made fishing and hiking adventures in the stunning 
Fiordland National Park.

FIORDLAND FROM ABOVE
Enjoy aerial views of the Southern Alps, glaciers, waterfalls and 
the majestic fiords on a scenic flight to or from Milford Sound 
with Air Milford or Southern Lakes Helicopters.

TRIPS AND TRAMPS
See Fiordland by foot on a guided walk on one of the region’s 
three Great Walks: the Milford, Routeburn and Kepler tracks 
with Trips and Tramps.

HOLLYFORD TRACK 
Traverse the Hollyford Valley by foot, jet boat and finally 
helicopter in this all-inclusive guided wilderness experience by 
Ngāi Tahu Tourism.

TE ANAU GLOWWORM CAVES 
Real Journeys will help you experience a mysterious 
underground world of rushing water before drifting in silent 
darkness beneath the luminous shimmer of hundreds of 
glowworms.

VISIT A FLOATING UNDERWATER OBSERVATORY 
With Southern Discoveries immerse yourself in a mysterious 
undersea world at the Milford Sound Underwater Observatory, 
where the fish are free to come and go.

FAITH IN FIORDLAND
Explore Lake Te Anau on board the historic sailing ship  
Faith in Fiordland, with a guided walk to a hidden gem 
included.

FIORDLAND ON FILM
Daily screenings of Ata Whenua – Shadowland at the  
Fiordland Cinema take viewers on an unforgettable journey 
through one of the most awe-inspiring landscapes on earth.

For more information on Fiordland visit traveltrade.newzealand.com
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